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We present the results of a systemati study of Knudsen's ow of Rb atoms in ylindri al apillary ells oated
with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) ompound. The purpose of the investigation is to determine the hara terization of the oating in terms of the sti king probability and sti king time of Rb on the two types of oating
of high and medium vis osities. We report the measurement of the sti king probability of an atom to the
oating equal to 4:3 10 , whi h orresponds to the number of boun es 2:3 10 at room temperature. These
parameters are the same for the two kinds of PDMS used. We nd that at room temperature, the respe tive
sti king times for high-vis osity and medium-vis osity PDMS are 22 3 s and 49 6 s. These sti king
times are about million times larger than the sti king time derived from the surfa e atom adsorption energy
and temperature of the oating. A tentative explanation of this surprising result is proposed based on the
bulk diusion of the atoms that ollide with the surfa e and penetrate inside the oating. The results an be
important in many resonan e ell experiments, su h as the e ient magneto-opti al trapping of rare elements
or radioa tive isotopes and in experiments on the light-indu ed drift ee t.
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their radioa tive lifetime. Low trapping e ien y
also be attributed to a large loss through high
al sorption, when the atoms rea t

1. INTRODUCTION

an

hemi-

hemi ally with the

wall and are irreversibly removed from the vapor.
The major te hni al di ulty in many resonan e
ell experiments, su h as

The intera tion of the vapor with a

ooling and trapping short-

ell wall is also

a serious problem in experiments on the LID ee t.

lived radioa tive isotopes using a magneto-opti al trap

In this kind of experiment, resonan e atoms

(MOT) [110℄ or experiments on light-indu ed drift

pushed or pulled either inside or outside a

(LID) [1119℄, lies in the atomi

vapor intera tion with

the inner wall of the resonan e

ell.

ell by light. When the atoms inside the

an be
apillary

apillary are

pushed by light, they sti k to the wall as soon they ar-

Sin e short-lived radioa tive isotopes are available

rive. When the dwell time is long, the fra tion of the

only in limited quantities, an e ient opti al trapping

in oming atoms absorbed to the wall is mu h higher

pro ess is of great importan e to the possibility to

re-

than in the vapor phase. As a result, it takes far too

ate large samples of these elements. In this kind of ex-

long time to saturate the wall with a relatively weak

periment, atoms that are inje ted into the

ell sti k to

ux of in oming atoms that are pushed by light. The

ell due to physi al adsorption for a pe-

opposite is also true: when the atoms are pulled out of

the wall of the
riod of a

hara teristi

to the vapor.

the saturated

sti king (dwell) time and return

time to

Obviously, to ensure e ient trapping

apillary by light, it takes a rather long

lean the adsorbed atoms o the wall by pulling

of these short-lived radioa tive isotopes, the sti king

them out of the

time of the atoms to the

sti king time leads to long time to a hieve a steady-

ell wall must be shorter than

apillary using LID. Thus, the long

state distribution of atoms in the

* E-mail:

ell. This masks the

manifestation of the LID ee t to a onsiderable extent.

atutovsnmail.ru
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The results of the measurements of the adsorption energy and sti king time for

Table 1.

E,

Surfa e materials
Paran

oated pyrex

Paran

oated pyrex

s ,

eV

Rb

s

Referen e


(1:8  0:2)  10

[22℄

6

[26℄

Tetra ontane

oated glass

0.06

10 11

[23℄

Tetra ontane

oated pyrex

0.062

10 11

[24℄

0:19

Æ

oated pyrex (T = 103 C)

 0:03

(0:53

O tade yltri hlorosilane

(0:9

Æ

oated pyrex (T = 72 C)

It is known that as atoms

ollide with the surfa e,

pends on the ele troni

and atomi

stru tures of both

the developed method

6

[26℄

apillary and by

an be ee tively used for the

lass of

oatings.

It is generally assumed that physi al

hara terized by an adsorption energy

E

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

that determines the sti king time

A sket h of the setup is shown in Fig. 1.

s = 0 eE=kT ;

 10

The Rb vapor density was measured through the

(1)

dete tion of the intensity of atomi

12 s is the period of vibration of the ad-

sorbed atom in the wall potential,
onstant, and

[25℄

study of many others atoms and mole ules on a wide

atoms is physadsorbed in the attra tive potential well
adsorption is

 0:1)  10

6

a denition of the relevant parameters. We note that

the surfa e and the atoms. Therefore, a fra tion of the
at the surfa e.

 0:03)  10

model of atoms in Knudsen's ow in a

they undergo an attra tive potential whose range de-

0
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4 10 10

0.1

O tade yltri hlorosilane

where

òîì

T

k

fast, movable photodiode

is the Boltzmann

tion (DAQ) system.

is the absolute temperature [20℄.

The uores en e was ex ited by

a free-running diode laser with the frequen y tuned to

Presently, many publi ations are dealing with studies of dierent sorts of nonsti k

uores en e by a

onne ted to a data a quisi-

an Rb atom resonant transition of 780 nm. The uo-

oatings with a view to

res ent signals were pro essed by a digital os illos ope

minimize the sti king time. Wieman et al. performed

onne ted to a

omputer. The DAQ system allows

ol-

the rst dire t measurement of the sti king time of Cs

le ting data with a 0.1 ms resolution in time as well as

with a dry-lm

measuring the variation in the Rb vapor over a wide

atom

oating on Pyrex to make an e ient

olle tion in vapor

ell magneto-opti al traps. In

the experiment, adsorption energy of (0:40

range. The temperature of the

 0:03 eV)

and sti king time with the upper limit of 35

s

ell walls was measured

by a digital thermometer. The absolute Rb vapor den-

were

sity at the origin of the

apillary and the Rb sour e

measured [21℄. The results of the measurements of the

is estimated from the temperature of the of Rb metal

adsorption energy and sti king time for Rb a hieved by

drop [27℄.

other authors are summarized in Table 1.

In the experiment, we used two groups of three glass

The work des ribed in this arti le is fo used on

apillaries with diameters of 16 mm, 5 mm, and 2 mm

measuring the sti king probability and sti king time

in ea h group. The inner surfa e of the

of Rb atoms on a lm made of a polydimethylsilox-

to the Rb sour e and one group of three

ane (PDMS)

were

ompound.

We measured these quan-

tities using Knudsen's ow of Rb atoms in
ells.

apillary

solution of

We demonstrate in what follows that the pro-

posed method is simple and allows a

urately measur-

more

ells with a

types of PDMS

apillary

oatings of dierent vis osities.

apillaries

oating prepared from a 3 %

apillaries were



2 s 1 vis osity) in ether. Three

oated with a dierent

(PDMS, Mw .182.600, 410000 mm

oated with two dierent

lose

ommer ial polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS,

Mw .92.400, 11000 mm

ing both the sti king probability and the sti king time.
We use

overed by a nonsti k

ell area



ompound

2 s 1 vis osity). We

all the rst type of PDMS with a medium vis osity, the

The

mvPDMS, and the se ond type with a higher vis osity,

experimental studies are pre eded by a dis ussion of a

the hvPDMS. Both types of PDMS were bought from

6
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A urate measurement of the sti king time : : :

Rb

Na

4

11

2

8

9
5
3

x
7

6
10

1

Experimental setup:  laser;  turbo pump;  ell;  sour e of vapor;  glass apillary; 
photodiode;  data a quisition system (DAQ);  gauges;  photographi ash lamp;  sour e of vapor

Fig. 1.

1

2

3

7

8, 9

the Aldri h Chemi al Company In . The

ell prepara-

tion is des ribed, for example, in Ref. [28℄. The
apillary is held inside the

position along the distan e

z (t) =

oating be-

pump

10 7 mbar in the

ell.

where

ell

the probe laser beam enters the

two

ell where

X 2

where

D

apillaries inside

The time

ontinuous pump-

pass time

The indi ator that the steady-state va uum is a hieved



between two

f )

el-

(4)

oe ient, and we

a2
2

an write

:

(5)

ollisions

onsists of the time

and the sti king time

Therefore, the diusion

is that the dis harge lumines en e is weak, stable, and
apillary.

s :

where

D0

is the diusion

In Knudsen's ow in a

d

onsider the diusion of atoms in the eva uated

 f D0
f + s

7

D

an be written as

;

oe ient in the

(7)
ase

s = 0.

ylindri al tube with a diameter

[29℄,

D0 =

ollide

(6)

oe ient

D=

3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

apillary in detail and assume that the atoms

are the mean quadrati

 = f + s :

two gauges that are dis onne ted from their monitors.

We

(3)



needed by the atoms to y between the walls (the mean

apillary. The RF voltage is then applied to

uniform along the length of the



D=

The steady-state

ing. This was veried by an RF dis harge swit hed on
inside the

and

is the diusion

the pump shows a bit less va uum than that near the
ell with any

h i

hz 2 i = 2Dt;

ings are stable and the gauge that is kept away from

level of the va uum in a

t 2
2
a ;
= N zi =

zi

t is time, and a2

ell. We assume that a

is usually rea hed after one week of

apillary axis). The

ollisions. On the other hand, we know that

steady-state va uum is obtained when both gauge read-

Rb sour e and the va uum pump.

(2)

ementary shift and the mean elementary time between

lose to the Rb sour e and the va uum pump, and

the other atta hed to the entran e of the

zi

shift is

hz 2 i =

to

The rest gas pressure is mea-

sured by two va uum gauges: one atta hed to the
area

mean quadrati

apillary.

provides a va uum of up

X

(a one-dimensional shift along the

tween these disks, prevent any penetration of the des-

The turbo

6

Na

with the wall only. These atoms move from the initial

hosen

ell to be easily

pumped but, be ause of the absen e of the

5

11

ell by two aluminum per-

forated disks, whi h allow the whole

orbed atoms around the

Rb

4

10

dv
3

(8)
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and

v =

where

f =

p
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and the boundary

d

;

v

8kT =m is the average atomi

T,

and

natural

Rb

mal velo ity at a temperature
of

the



(9)

atom.

For

the

m

ther-

where
the



f

are 59

s,

18.5

s,

The diusion ow of Rb atoms in a

apillary origin

n(x; t) =

apillary with-

out a buer gas is governed by the one-dimension difwhere

fusion equation

n
t
where

n is

diusion

=D

2n

n

x2

N

the density of the atomi
oe ient of the atomi

A

is some

nd

(10)

tm

sorption, and

N

vapor and

ow in the

D

Then we

an write

where

hemi al

oating is a 1=N .

is the hara teristi
the

p

DN

x2
2D

vapor ap-

:

(18)



D0

;

1

D

(19)

and

D0

given in Eq. (8). Another

td

s

is to measure the

 the time at the ex point, i. e., where

the se ond derivative of the uores en e
to zero. Using Eq. (17), we

an evaluate

D = 0:0459

ap-

x2

urve is equal

D

as

;

td

(20)

and using the experimental value of
the measurements and

(13)

td

and

hara teristi

note that in these

the experiment and the diameter

d,

we

measured in
an

al ulations we ignore the term

n=N

N of Rb
tm or td .

atoms in the

ell is mu h longer than

either

(14)

l

al ulations of the sti king time

in Eq. (10). This omission is possible be ause the life-

an write

time

length

x and
s . In

in what follows, we use the se ond possibility only. We

length of the de ay in density along

3l 2
:
N =
2d2

4. RESULTS

al ulate
We found that a freshly

the number of boun es ( ollisions) experien ed by an

oated

ell did not show

apillary before its adsorption by the

any uores en e from the Rb atoms, meaning that the

oating and the sti king probability of the Rb

lifetime and the number of boun es of the atoms in the

Rb atom in the
PDMS

of the atomi

Eqs. (8) and (19), we obtain the sti king time

apillary. Using Eqs. (3), (4), and (11) we

Then, given the

tm

(12)

is the vapor density at the origin of the

l=

(17)

an be found from Eq. (18) using the experi-

delay time

an be written in the simple form

n0

n

way to obtain the sti king time

The steady-state solution (n=t = 0, no ash

where

D

mental values of

ommen es. The sti k-

n(x) = n0 e x=l ;



s = f

It ranges from zero to one.

illary (x = 0) and

;

4Dt

Using Eq. (17), it is possible to

tm =

hemi al ad-

apillary before their

ing probability of an Rb atom to the

light)



x2

exp

Dt

is the

(11)

apillary by

oating

s .

apillary,

is the number of boun es ( ollisions)

rea tion to the PDMS



when the density

is the lifetime of the atoms before they are absorbed

of the Rb atoms in the

p

2

satises both the

onditions:

A

ash at

a trivial solution,

proa hes its maximum,

N = N (f + s )

into the inner surfa e of the

(16)

onstant. There are two ways to nd

the sti king time

;

! 1;

x = 0. By using
n = n(x; t) that

initial and the boundary

s.

and 7.4

x

as

is the delta fun tion whi h des ribes a burst

we nd a solution

diameters of 16 mm, 5 mm, and 2 mm, the respe tive
mean pass times

!0

of photodesorbed atoms by the photographi

average mass

85:493 10 27 kg and room temperature 298 K, we have
v
2:7 104 m/s. For the three apillaries used, with



Æ (x)
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ondition

n

is the mass

òîì

atom to the PDMS

ell were both very small.

oating.

To obtain the sti king time

s ,

the fa t that the fresh

we have to solve

nonsteady-state equation (10) with the initial

This

an be attributed to

oating in the

ell has a

hem-

i ally a tive surfa e and volume, probably be ause of

ondi-

tra es of a gas like oxygen or of water adsorbed and

tion

nt=0 = Æ (0)

(15)

mixed with the mole ules in the

8

oating. To minimize
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the residual
ried out a

A urate measurement of the sti king time : : :

hemi al a tivity of the

oating, we

I, mV
250

ar-

uring (or passivation) pro edure [3; 30; 31℄.

Maintaining

ontinuous pumping of the

ell, we heated

the sour e of the Rb atoms su h that the pressure of the
ell was about 10

alkaline vapor in the
a few days of this

200

7 mbar. After

uring, uores en e appeared; rst

150

near the sour e and the origin, then slowly spreading
as far as the entran e of the
of the

apillary. After one week

uring pro ess at a higher temperature, the pres-

100

sure of the Rb vapor was redu ed by keeping the sour e
at room temperature.

After the

uring, the uores-

50

en e be ame more or less uniform along the length
of the

ell.

The steady-state distribution of the Rb

vapor along the

apillary

ould be typi ally a hieved

0

after one or two weeks of exposure to the Rb vapor,
but it never rea hed a uniform distribution along the
ompletely passivized

determined both by the irreversible
of the atoms with the PDMS
glass substrate. We found that
purities from the area
origin of the

hemi al rea tion
oating toward the

leaning mole ular im-

the

apillary, but low enough not to

oration of the va uum in the

uores en e intensity, an

measure the

hara teristi

the steady-state uores en e intensity as a fun tion of

x

distort the dynami s of the photodesorbed atoms. To

the distan e

from a 2-mm diameter

experiment begins, we ree t a small amount of laser

after two months of pumping.

of a large

In rea tion to this feed-

entral peak.

apillary origin equal to 25

F =3

The plot is taken

oated with hvPDMS

m.

with

ulate

entral peak





This result is

paran passivized by Na atoms [11℄ and Rb on PDMS

repumping transition. This simple method allows illu-

passivized by either Na or Rb atoms [31℄.

minating the opti al pumping ee t in our experiment

the measurements of

ompletely without having to use a repumping laser.

N

diameter

opening the laser beam demonstrates a perfe tly re t-

Results of

as a fun tion of the pumping

time are reported in Table 2 for

It was veried that the signal produ ed by suddenly

apillaries 2 mm in

oated with hvPDMS.

In prin iple, the fairly long vapor distribution and

angular form.

large number of boun es observed
of

oating.

onsistent with the values published in

the literature for various alkalis, preponderantly Na on

!

N

from the

to be irreversibly absorbed into the hvPDMS

! 5P3=2 , F 0 = 4

85 Rb transition, while one of the side bands automatially tunes to the 5S1=2 , F = 2
5P3=2 , F 0 = 3 85 Rb

The measurement of the number

l

From Eq. (13) and

l = 25 m and d = 2 mm, it is possible to alN . It was found that it takes 2:3 104 olli5 ) for the Rb atoms
sions (sti king probability 4:3 10

This

laxation ee t in diode lasers (additional information
an be found in [33℄). Then we tune the

apillary

In Fig. 2, we see that the density of the Rb va-

spe trum is generated by the so- alled os illation re-

to the maximum of the 5S1=2 ,

is shown in Fig. 2.

por rea hes the 1=e level at the distan e

onsisting

entral peak with two small sidebands sep-

arated by about 3 GHz from the

apillary and

length l . A typi al result of

avoid the inuen e of the opti al pumping before any

ba k, the laser starts to generate a spe trum

ause the deteri-

ell. Then we dete t the

distribution of the Rb density along the

levels of

an deform the uores en e signal and hen e

radiation ba k to the laser.

lear dete -

tion of a steady-state distribution of the vapor along

Be ause we measure the density of Rb atoms by

the atoms

10 m 3 in the

Rb vapor, whi h is high enough to allow a

an improve the va uum

opti al pumping through the hyperne atomi



reates the density 1:6 10

of 30 C. This

and the reprodu ibility of uores en e dynami s [32℄.

the dete tion of the atomi

40
l, cm
Rb

Æ

lose to the Rb sour e and the

apillary by the illumination of this area

by a powerful halogen lamp

30

Fig. 2.

apillary is

oating and by the slow

diusion of the Rb atoms into the

20

Steady-state uores en e intensity of atoms
as a fun tion of the distan e from the apillary origin.
The graph has been derived from a apillary 2 mm in
diameter oated with hvPDMS

apillary. We believe that the observed de ay in the Rb
vapor density in the

10

the

ollisions is

an be attributed to

ollision of the Rb atoms with the lm surfa e at

onstant tem-

the dete tion point that are released by sputtering of

perature, we heat the Rb vapor sour e to a temperature

other Rb atoms previously stored at this point. This

as follows: keeping the

ell pumped at a

9
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Number N of ollisions as a fun tion of
pumping time for 2 mm in diameter apillaries oated
with hvPDMS
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I, mV

N

Pumping time

 104
2  104
2:3  104

1 week
1 month
2 months

1/N
0.6

t, ms

0

0.4

Fluores en e intensity of atoms as a fun tion of the time triggered by a ash of light in the 2 mm
apillary ell oated with mvPDMS. The time s ale is
10 ms/div, and the intensity s ale is 5 mV/div
Rb

Fig. 4.

0.2

0
−200

−100

0

100

200
T, ◦ C

any great extent, but it does sharply in rease at a temperature lower than

Sti king probability 1=N for the adhesion of
atoms to hvPDMS as a fun tion of the PDMS lm
temperature

sponds to the surfa e adsorption energy

Fig. 3.

Rb

Æ

100 C. This temperature

whi h, a



orre-

E = 0:026

eV,

ording to Eq. (1), implies the sti king time

s = 2 10 11

s.

To measure the sti king time of Rb atoms to the
PDMS lm dire tly, we

ool the Rb vapor sour e to

ex hange pro ess was found by Gu kert et al. [34℄ to

below the steady-state density of the vapor. Then we

be important for radioa tive atoms, whereas it is not

illuminate the area of the

observed in stable atom experiments. We

to the Rb sour e and the origin of the

negligibility of this possible systemati

he ked the

ee t by

photographi

uring

ell (as shown in Fig. 1.)

lose

apillary by a

ash lamp. Next, we dete t the dynam-

annot be dete ted

i s of the uores en e signal of the burst of desorbed

by the probe laser light used. We found that the u-

atoms and measure the delay in the arrival of the atoms

ores en e behavior and the number of boun es were

at the dete tion point. We measure the delay time as

the

apillary using Na atoms that

exa tly the same as for an Rb passivized

a fun tion of the distan e between the dete tor and

ell.

the origin.

We perform the measurement of the sti king prob-

Under this ultra-high va uum

ondition,

ability as a fun tion of the PDMS lm temperature.

the delay in the arrival of the atoms at the dete tion

To do this, we

point is prin ipally attributable to the many

ool the part of the

ell

ontaining the

apillary using liquid nitrogen and then leave the

of the atoms with the

ell

be in reased by a nonzero sti k time in every

to heat itself until room temperature is rea hed, then
measure

l

and

al ulate the sti king probability.

Be ause the mean path time in a narrow

To

ollisions

apillary wall, and this delay

an

ollision.

apillary is

take measurements above room temperature, we heat

relatively small, even a very short sti king time would

the same

have a signi ant ee t on the delay.

ell area with the

apillary using a heater.

Measurements of the sti king probability

P

of the Rb

Figure 4 shows a typi al example of a re ording of

atoms to hvPDMS as a fun tion of temperature are

the Rb uores en e intensity as a fun tion of the time

presented in Fig. 3, taken after 2 months of pumping.

taken in a

It is evident that in the temperature range from

Æ

to 160 C, the sti king probability does not

100

mvPDMS

hange to

tan e of 20

10

ell with a

apillary of 2 mm

ompound. This

oated with

urve was taken at a dis-

m from the origin.

It

an be seen that
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A urate measurement of the sti king time : : :
td , ms

I, mV

25
20

A

15

B

10
5
0
0

15

20
x, cm

Measurements of the delay td as a fun tion
of the distan e x between the apillary origin and the
dete tor. The apillary diameter is 5 mm. Data for
mvPDMS after two months of pumping ( ) and for
hvPDMS at dierent times (one week after installation
(), one month ( ), and two months ( ) of pumping).
The solid line is the theoreti al urve for s = 0. Error
bars are omitted for larity

Fluores en e intensity of atoms as a fun tion of time triggered by ash light. In urve A, the
apillary diameter is 16 mm, while in urve B the apillary diameter is 2 mm. In both ases the oating is
hvPDMS and the signals are taken at a 23 m distan e
from the apillary origin
Rb

Fig. 5.

10

Fig. 6.

t, ms

0

5



4

Æ

Sti king time and its un ertainty al ulated
by tting the data in Fig. 6 a ording to the theoreti al
model

Table 3.

the intensity of the uores en e of the Rb atoms as a
fun tion of the time immediately after the ash (sharp
peak at

t = 0)

is

lose to the low steady-state intensity

at a sele ted distan e of the dete tor from the
origin.

apillary

hvPDMS

urve is in

10

hvPDMS (1 month)

38

4

hvPDMS (2 months)

22

3

mvPDMS (2 months)

49

6

omplete a -

ordan e with the predi tion of Eq. (17).
Figure 5 shows two uores en e
distan e of 23
16 mm ( urve

A)

ameter. In both

ases, the

B)

in di-

oating is hvPDMS. It

A
tB
d =td

and

A
tB
m =tm

an

is also near
To

ordan e with Eqs. (18) and (20), whi h predi t

a dependen e on the
an be

apillaries: one

and the other 2 mm ( urve

be seen that the ratio of
8, in a

urves taken at a

m from the origin of two

onsidered a

apillary diameter

d.

td

x

It

apillaries 5 mm in diame-

olle ted in three periods:

an be seen from these measurements that
portional to

x2 ,

td

The

al ulated sti king times are reported

an be seen that the experimental results tend
oated

ell.

For example, the results

shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the deviation between
the experimental and the theoreti al

pumping. The data for mvPDMS were taken after two

s = 0

al ulated above for the Rb atoms is also shown.

D.

pumping of the

one week after

urve for

Æs

to approa h the theoreti al ones only after a long-term

installation, after one month, and after two months of
months of pumping. The theoreti al

we derived our

in Table 3.

oated with two sorts of PDMS. For hvPDMS, the

data were

s ,

using the standard deviation given by the t for the
values of

as a fun tion of the distan e

are reported in Fig. 6 for
ter

al ulate the sti king time

data from Eq. (20). We evaluated the un ertainty

This result

he k on the agreement between

the theory and the experiment.
Measurements of

Æs , s

111

approa hing a maximum, the intensity slowly de lines.
We note that the form of this

s , s

Coating

After some delay, it in reases and then, after

sort of

oating is

and/or if the

It

td

de reases if the

hanged from mvPDMS to hvPDMS

ell is pumped for a longer time.

For

example, after two months of pumping, the dieren e

is pro-

between the experimental and theoreti al

as predi ted by Eq. (20).

11

urves for

S. N. Atutov, A. I. Plekhanov

ÆÝÒÔ,

hvPDMS grows smaller, and this is important, but is

We present the results of a systemati
Knudsen's ow of Rb atoms in

We note that the measured times for both types of

and

PDMS are about million times larger than the sti king



11 s derived above from the surfa e adsorptime 2 10
tion energy of Rb atom and temperature of the
These times are

Rb vapor along a

a

ollisions with the

ollisions of the Rb atoms with the

hemi al

apillary

onditions, it is possible to

urately estimate both the sti king probability and

the sti king time.

We have des ribed the results of

of PDMS of dierent vis osities and as a fun tion of

ross se tion for

the physi al aging of the organi

lm.

We observed

a fairly long sti king time and proposed a tentative
explanation for this surprising result.

Hen e, the estimated mean free path of the Rb atoms
ell is mu h larger than the diameters and lengths

fore, the inuen e of the

apillary.

the measurements of these parameters for two types

3.
m

2
a
m , we nd that the
5
6 m.
mean free path lpath is of the order of 10 10

apillaries used in our experiments.

apillary be ause of the

under ultra-high va uum

rest gas mole ules. At a working va uum pressure of

of all the

PDMS

and the sti king time. We have shown that be ause of
the many

annot be attributed to a slowing-down of

15
ollision of the order of 10

of

the dete tion point on both the mean free path time

sti king time measured dire tly in the nonsteady-state

and the typi al

ells (tubes

adsorption of atoms into the PDMS lm surfa e, and

tween the sti king time estimated from Eq. (1) and the

n

types

the dependen e of the delay of the desorbed atoms at

lear that this surprisingly large dieren e be-

With this estimated

ylindri al
two

tions of the diusion ow of Rb atoms in a

o tade yltri hlorosilane and paran- oated surfa es.

10 7 10 6 mbar, n is of the order of 109 1010

with

Our model in ludes the de ay of the density of the

35 ms), and are larger than in [25; 26℄ for Rb atom for

experiment

oated

a one-dimensional model that agrees with our observa-

oating.

oating on Pyrex (less than

the Rb atoms as a result of their

apillaries)

study of

ompounds of dierent vis osities. We have developed

onsistent with those measured in [21℄

for Cs atom on a dry-lm

in the
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5. CONCLUSIONS

not zero.

It is

òîì
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ment, N. V. Surovtzev for the fruitful dis ussions, and

ollision of Rb atoms with the

V. A. Sorokin for the

rest gas mole ules on the results of the measurements

areful reading of the manus ript.

is surely negligible.
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